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Mr. Martin Hession,
Members of the Executive Board,
The PD Forum would like to thank the EB for the opportunity to comment on the draft new methodology
"Renewable energy power generation in isolated grids" and tool "Project and leakage emissions from
composting".
While it is always our intention to provide inputs on the EB’s requests for inputs, the short time for
commenting on this particular issue has prevented us from performing a detailed assessment of the draft
methodology and the draft tool. In the future, we ask the EB provide a minimum of 2-3 weeks to respond
to calls for input, depending of course on the complexity of the subject matter. With that said, we offer
the following brief comments:
•
•

On composting we could ask to define SWDS, as it’s not defined.
On the isolated grids we could ask to extend the applicability also to situations where the
baseline scenario is similar to ACM0002: “Electricity delivered to the [isolated] grid by the project
activity would have otherwise been generated by the operation of [isolated] grid-connected
power plants and by the addition of new generation sources, as reflected in the [emission factor
calculations of this methodology].” As written, the applicability is restricted to scenarios where
the baseline is the construction of a fossil fuel plant, which is too restrictive and may be difficult
to prove.

As always, your consideration of our input is greatly appreciated.
Kind regards,

Leo S. Perkowski
Co Vice Chair, Project Developer Forum

